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GAMBLING IN THE SYNAGOGUE
In recent years, the craze to build bigger and better synagogues has resulted in a crucial problem. Synagogue leaders

have had to face deficit budgets and in their quest to meet their
financial obligations h.we had to find other avenues by means
of which funds could be raised to meet their synagogues' needs.

Some form of gambling has always been used to help support
synagogues, day schools, yeshivat, Jewish hospitals, and other
institutions. Organizations sold raffes of many kinds, offered
prizes of all sorts, conducted card parties and the like. Recently

a rash of more sophisticated forms of gambling have appeared.

Bingo games, sporting event pools, Monte Carlo nights and
carnivals have become "essential" sources of congregational income in order to balance their budgets. Some congregations'

zest for these activities is phenomenal and they have even
earned for themselves alias "Congregation Bnai Bingo."

One national organization of synagogues reacted sharply to
the increase in gamblig activities. Individual member congregations were called to task; some were given outright ultimatums

to cease and desist from all such projects, and a few were
actually expelled for not complying with "the laws of Judaism."
What has Judaism to sayan this matter? Is gambling in syna-

gogues and in Jewish circles a 20th century phenomenon or

not? Historically, how have the Jewish communities reacted to
gambling?

Upon examination of rabbinic and other literature of the
Talmudic, Geonic and the Middle Ages we find that gambling

may be divided into three major categories: namely, that of the
professional and compulsive gambler, that of the occasional

gambler, and gambling for charitable purpose5.
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The Jewish attitude to gambling was not clearly defined until

Mishnaic days. The Mishnah states: "And the following are

disqualified from rendering testimony or from serving as
judges. . . the dice player. . ."1 Here the Mishnah disqualifies

the gambler from rendering testimony and thus declares dicing
infamous. However, the Mishnah continues with R. Judah b.
Ilai drawing a distinction between the professional gambler and
the occasional one. "When are they disqualified? If they have

no other occupation but this. But if they have other means of
livelihood, they are eligible."2
The Talmud offers two views to explain the disqualifieation of

the professional gambler. One sage, Rami b. Hama, cited the
coneept of AsmakhtaR which renders the gambling transaction
void and eonsiders the monetary benefits derived from such a
transaction robbery.4 The second view was stated by R. Sheshet.
"All such matters do not come under the category of A smakhta.

However, the dicers are disqualified since they arc not engaged
in a constructive occupation."5

Two facts emerge. First, that the professional gambler was
disqualified for either of the above mentioned reasons. Second,
that the occasional gamblcr and perhaps even the frequent
gambler who was also engaged in another profession from which
he earned his livelihood were not disqualified. What we call
"social gambling" was not considered a violation.6 On the other
hand, the professional or compulsive gambler was always considered a pariah of society. In mid-eleventh century, Joseph

Tob-Elem ordered a winner of no less than 30 dinars at a game
of "nuts" to return his winnings. Winner and loser were placed
under the ban because "thcy forsake life eternal" for "temporary
existence and nonsense."7

Similarly, Judah the Pious, cautioned: "Do not show pity
to the gambler who pleads, 'pity me in order that I may not be

shamed and disgraced by him who has won a gulden.' Better

he be disgraced and furthermore, be not one who assists a
transgressor of sin."s

The rabbis and community leaders understood the plight

of the compulsive gambler. They recognized his diffculty in
controllng his passion for the game.9 Nevertheless, the au-
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thorities did not permit the compulsive gambler to transgress a
vow he accepted upon himself in order to curb his appetite for
the game. The common practice of taking an oath prohibiting

all games of chance usually resulted in a dual violation, that of
gambling and breaking an oath. Many rabbis discouraged such
oaths, but refused to annul them once taken.10 Many authorities
of the Geonic periodll and of the Middle Ages acceptcd this
view and ruled accordingly.12

The popular yen for gambling led the communities to enact

communal restrictions to suppress it. Most communities lifted

these restrictions for special days or auspicious occasions. In
fact, the numerous exceptions to the restrictions in themselves
show how popular gaming was and how diffcult it was for the
communities to enforce their edicts.
These bans were lifted on days when Tachanun was not recited,13 i.e., days such as Chanukah, Purim, the intermediary days
of Passover or Sukkot, on days of the New Moon, etc. However,

on major festivals gaming was prohibited except for women
and children.14 The fasts also were days when the communities

relaxed their restrictions against gambling. The takkanot of
Bologna 1416-18 specifically stated: ". . . on fast days, too, one

may play cards in order to forget the pain, provided one wagers
no more than one quattrino at a game per person."15 The same

reason permitted women in childbirth and those who were sick
to engage in gambling activities so that they might distract their
minds from pain they might otherwise experiencc.16

Special family occasions also received communal approval
for gambling. The entire wedding party was exempt from any
restriction and was permitted to indulge in games of chance.17

The day of a circumcision and the night preceding it, called

the Wachnacht, were also excluded.1s Permission was also
granted to Jews to engage in gambling activities on Christmas

Eve, called Nitel-nacht.
However, on days other than these, numerous takkanot were
enacted to limit gambling practices. Severe penalties accom-

panied these regulations. Excommunication and flagellation were

common penalties for those who transgressed.'o Fines were
usually imposed. At times, transgressors were forbidden to per77
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form certain honorary functions in the synagogue or were even
excluded from the minyan.2o

A number of conclusions may now be reached. The professional and compulsive gambler was always chastized. He was

called a sinner.21 It was said of him that he forgets God,22 that
the lust for the games robs him and his family of clothing,23

and that the allurement of games of chance made a happy
family life impossible for him.24 He is unstable and the con-

sequence of his vice wil lead him to poverty and starvation.25
His home wil always be filled with arguments, disputes, and
strife.26 It is an ugly, loathsome and abominable habit.27 The
gambler wastes his time28 and it is the height of moral im-

purity.29 One should not even watch the game for although it is
called a game it has dire consequences.30

The non-professional gambler fared somewhat better. He
was not considered a sinner.31 His vows to curb his gambling
were absolved by the rabbis.32 In fact, many authorities felt it
was permissible for the occasional gambler to indulge in these
games.33 Nevertheless, gambling carried with it a stigma. Public

opinion looked down upon it and often gamblers indulged in
their games in secrecy. Some played out of town. The name
Kartovnick was a derogatory term that was attached to him who
was caught gambling. In Adrianople after a takkanah was instituted in 1555 prohibiting all gambling, Jews continued the
practice but in secrecy and hiding.34 The folksong expressed

this abhorrence of gambling even on the so-called permitted
days.35 Chanukah was referred to as the New Year for card

players.
Despite the efforts of the communities through their rabbinic

and secular leaders to stem the tide of gambling, Jews engaged
in gambling activities with great frequency. The community enactments against gambling themselves are evidence of the prevalence of this vice.30

The rabbis of the Middle Ages recognized the lure of gambling. The feverish temptations were so great that they urged
leniency towards those caught up in this dilemma. One scholar
urged that all decrees against gambling should be abolished on
the grounds that men cannot withstand such temptation.37 Some
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were so enthusiastic in their desire to gamble that they would
even sell a Torah Scroll in order to use the money for gambling

purposes.38 Even educators were victims of gambling fever. One

tutor was lured with the stipulation that should he gamble he
would forfeit his wages. However, when temptation became too
much for the tutor and he succumbed to his vice, Meir of

Rothenberg ruled in his favor and allowed him to receive his
wages.39

In 16th century Turkey, one moralist spoke strongly against
those "who yearn for the long winter nights and who gather
every night to gamble from nightfall to dawn." His examples

were taken from actual episodes in lives of Jews of the East.
Gamblers lost not only their own money but even the money
which they had borrowed. When they were penniless, they fled
their cities and wandered from place to place, leaving their wives

and families without any means of support and with no one to
take pity on them. Others purposely began arguments with
their wives in order to establish an excuse to take their wives'

clothng and jewelry which they sold in order to pay their
debts.40 Stil others did not even bother with such a ruse. They
merely stole or forcibly took their wives' belongings and sold

them. Inevitably, the result was divorce.H

The 16th century collector of curiosities, Tommaso Garzoni
told how Leone Ebreo of Mantua once gambled away the garter
for his socks. That night he had to look after the curtain of a
theatre and he had to hold up his socks with one hand and
work the curtain with the other.42

One famous legend tells of two yeshivah students who strongly desired to play cards. They fell victim to their desires on the
day preceding Yom Kippur (Erev Yom Kippur). They wanted

to play only for a bnef period. They went down into a cellar
taking with them a deck of cards and a small candle that would

burn no longer than an hour. They intended to play only as
long as the candle would give them light.
Thus, they sat in secrecy and played in deep concentration.

Sometimes one would win; at other times, his opponent. There

they sat, without eating. Hunger was not noticed. All their
powers of concentration were centered upon the card game. If
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one suggested they end their game in order to eat, the other,
who was losing at the time, did not allow them to stop.
Absorbed in their game, they did not notice that the night had
quickly passed and so had the entire day following and stil the
small candle continued to burn. The two Yeshiva students

thought that the limit of one hour which they had set at the
start of the game had not yet ended. After all, the candle was
still burning. They were so engrossed in their game that they
failed to notice how Satan had trapped them in his net and
engulfed them in his evil game. Instead of one hour, the candle
had burned for more than twenty-four hours.

Whcn the candle went out, the students emerged from the
cellar and saw that night had fallen. "Master of the Universe,"

called one, "surely they must all be at Kol Nidrei and we played
all of Erev Yom Kippur. We had not eaten all day and we even
misscd the concluding meal prior to the fast." "We must hurry
and go immediately to the synagogue even though we are

hungry," said the other, "in order not to miss Kol Nidrei."

When they approached the synagogue, they met groups of
Jews coming from there. Their pale and gaunt faces evidenced
their having engagcd in a day of fasting, prayer, and repentance.

Only then did the youths realize that they had played for an
entire day and desecrated the Day of Atonement. They had sacrificed the holiest day to Satan's game."43

In another version, the legend ends with both youths coming to the synagogue asking the rabbi to find a remedy for the
situation. The rabbi adviscd them to quickly find another seven
people who, together with them were wiling to initiate a second Yom Kippur and they would begin with Kol Nidrei immediately.41

The moralists' constant attacks against gambling gave evidence as to how prevalent the game was and how infectious the

fever to gamble could be. In thc 17th century, one German
moralist complained of the masses who were so removed from
the higher things in life that in all their spare time, and even on
fast days and during the Penitential period (Selichot) they engaged in gambling activities.45

It is quite evident that even though there may not have been
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a strict prohibition against occasional gambling and even though
the rabbis and community leaders recognized the strong temptation the game held for many Jews, still, the overwhelming moral

opinions ran against the gambler and against engaging in such
activities.

Of great interest are the lotteries run during the 18th and
19th centuries in various European countries. Jews were heavily

involved in these. The participation of individuals as well as
communities as a whole and the resultant attitudes developed,
may shed much light upon our present discussion.
In 18th century Holland there was no prohibition against
participating in a lottery. Azulai noted in his travelogue on 26
Sivan 1778 that "the Parnas of Rotterdam, R. Moshe Springer,

said he won 12,000 gulden in the lottery thanks to the blessing
he (Azulai) bestowed upon him the previous winter."40

One rabbi ruled in accordance with the decision rendered in
the Talmud47 that he who wins at a lottery should pronounce
the blessing Shehecheyanu; should one win together with a partner, one must also pronounce the blessing Hatov ve Hametiv,48

It seems hardly likely that blessings of any sort should be required if the winnings are the result of a sinful act. It is doubly
emphasized by the choice of blessings expressing joy and praising the goodness of the Almighty in bestowing this "good."

In one of the communities a wealthy man left a wil in which
he stipulated that the principal of his property belongs to charity

but could not be used. On the other hand, the profits earned by
this principal were to be divided among the poor on the day of

his Yahrzeit. The question arose - to which do the winning of
a lottery belong, the principal or profit?49

Again, it would be quite unlikely that such questions be discussed should the original winnings be considered the fruits
of sin.
In Bresova, Hungary, each year the kahal would purchase

lottery slips with any money left over in excess of their budget.
The members of the kahal even inquired if they were able to
divide their winnings among the members of kahal in proportion to the contributions made or must the winnings go bzick
50 It is inconceivable that the kahal

to the community treasury.
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itself would invest their money in a venture which was outlawed.

The kahal would not flaunt rabbinic authority in so flagrant a
way.

There were many instances of communities and rabbis join51 accepting lottery slips as substitutes for annual

ing in lotteries,

charity donations.

52 One rabbi went through 20,000 rubles

won in a lottery because his salary was so meagre that he had
to constantly dip into these winnings. The winning slip had been
given to the rabbi as a gift by his sister.53
A multitude of responsa cite instances where the winnings of
lotteries, cards, dice, or any other game of chance were not considered the fruits of sin.54 One of the clearest statements was
made by R. Benjamin Aaron Slonic who differentiated between
gambling for private gain and gambling where the winnings, at
least in part, went to charity. He saw no violation in the latter
case and demanded full payment of debts to charity incurred by
gambling devices.55 We could go on and on, listing one respon-

sum after another, to substantiate the same thought expressed
above.
Let us then summarize our findings. There is no doubt that
professional and compulsive gambling is outlawed by Jewish law.

Secondly, although legally speaking the occasional gambler does

not violate any specific prohibition, stil, the overwhelming attitude of the Jewish communities condemned such acts when
they were engaged in for private gain. Finally, occasional gambling where part or all of the winnings went to charity certainly

did not arouse condemnation and frequently had the approval
of the Jewish communities.
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